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Skip navigation! IMO one of the funniest, most charming, heartfelt, and brilliant comedy series from the UK to come in the past decade. It's a show about a group of young teenage girls, and one boy, who lives in Derry, Northern Ireland, during the troubles. The series is truly unique not only for its killer
script, amazing actors, and hilarious one-liners, but also for showcasing a young female perspective of the problems, which is an almost unprecedented move, especially in the comedy genre. Dark but also hilarious, Derry Girls will make you laugh at a world that is unknown to many but, for Irish Catholics,
especially north of the border, is an all too recognizable part of our history. Lisa McGee, the writer behind the show, is from Derry herself and very much based on her script about her experiences. She explained to Channel 4 that showing what it was like to be there and still have a relatively normal life
was important to her: I think Northern Irish people had never seen themselves like this before. They really responded to a more positive, funny side to the house. - Aoife HannaWatch on Netflix UK It's always sad when television shows have closed their doors, even in this era of kick movies and Netflix
revivals. A series finale is a tough thing to pull off — one of the best things about television is that in most cases the end isn't meant to be as limited as a book or a movie. Sometimes wires are left dangling or a series finale adding a twist that keeps fans talking long after the final credits have rolled.
Whether you like being left hanging or hating it, here are 31 confusing series finales that may or may never be resolved. American Horror Story creator Ryan Murphy looks to have revived the anthology television series as a popular genre of entertainment, as acclaimed series such as Fargo and True
Detective has appeared in the wake of his one-story-per-season horror show. This series tells seasonal stories, a somewhat new form of anthology television, separate from the classical structure - one story, one episode. For the sake of remembering television history and reinventing some classics, let's
look back at some of the great anthology TV series. It should be said that, for whatever reason, anthology sequences heavily benefit the horror genre. 1. The Twilight Zone Let's Get the Obvious Out of the Way. Decades beyond its original air date in 1959, The Twilight Zone still holds as one of the
greatest achievements in science fiction and television history, an anthology series founded on groundbreaking twists and clever social commentary. The series' enduring brilliance is due to its creator and host Rod Serling, who wrote a walled 96 of the show's 152 episodes, which are almost each with a
sense of political who spoke to the late '50s and early '60s atmosphere without self (for the most part). 2. Black Mirror Charlie Brooker's UK television series Black Mirror feels something like an update to The Twilight Zone for an age of digital devices and sobering television. The hour-long episodes give
the characters and stories room to breathe, allowing Brooker to make stories that work even beyond their social implications. Most episodes are spectacularly depressing and deal with the human collateral of an age of ubiquitous electronic devices and digital dependence. In the third episode, a series of
outstanding, a man self-destructed and destroyed his relationship mainly using an implanted device for one's eye that allows him to watch his memories like reruns. The sad humanity of the man's self-destruction and the oddly plausible technology make the episode an instant science-fiction classic, like
the entire series. 3. The outer limits The original (and better) version of The Outer Limits aired simultaneously with many seasons of The Twilight Zone, and it's easy to see how the two series could have been confused. In fact, there are some key differences, as The Outer Limits leaned heavier into
science fiction rather than likeness and speculative fiction. The textured cinematography gave the series a unique feel, especially at a time when most TV was predominantly artless in direction, and the stories were both fascinating and often existentially terrifying. The show is great, but it deserves a place
here as just for the iconic intro alone. 4. Alfred Hitchcock Presents the Award-winning master of suspendment brought his sinister obsessions and eye for discomfort to television with this anthology series, provided Hitchcock himself would introduce each episode with a dark comedic, walking monologue
that set the tone for whatever creepy, crime-centered tale was told in the episode. The episodes often had little in common as a goal of scaring scares and intrigue. Hitchcock's sensibilities were nonetheless well represented here, and it should be taken as the highest honor to say that the series feels like
a worthy expansion of his film work. 5. Tales of the Crypt Tales of the Crypt announced its tone and intent at the beginning of each episode, when the decrepit and gleefully demented corpse called The Cryptkeeper would greet viewers using a deliberately contrived pun. The juxstaposition was funny but
terrifying, much like the episodes themselves, which took advantage of the fact that they were shown on HBO — the writers could make great horror because they could go in whatever direction they wanted and employ as much sex, gore and profanity as the story deserved. 6. Tim and Eric's Bedtime
Stories Tim Heidecker and Eric Wareheim are two of the most unique in comedy today, and their creations - which are absurdism and a deliberately low-budget aesthetic synthetic - are always funny and strangely disturbing, so their out in horror comedies hardly feels unexpected. Their Bedtime Stories

series remains true to their anarchic spirit, with 11-minute stories that will make most viewers feel confused about whether to laugh in horror or reced. There's really no way to describe the difficult series, which is pushing its anthology format into strange new areas. Follow Jeff Rindskopf on Twitter
@jrindskopf Check out Entertainment Cheat Sheet on Facebook! More from Entertainment Cheat Sheet: BBCSherlock series creators Mark Gatiss and Steven Moffat will reportedly turn their attention from the world's most famous detective to the world's most famous vampire with a new television show
based on the legend of Dracula. Variety reports that the duo will reunite for a miniseries based on Bram Stoker's classic vampire tale. The show is expected to use a similar format as Sherlock, with just a few feature-length episodes in a single season. According to the report, Gatiss and Moffat are
currently engaged in talks with the BBC to broadcast the Dracula project, and the formal writing stage of development has not yet begun. The Dracula series would bring Gatiss and Moffat together for the first time since the final episode of Sherlock aired in January 2017. Given the status of Sherlock as
one of the most watched programmes in U.K. history, another project based on a legendary Victorian character with the same creative team behind the camera would seem like a logical step for the BBC and the show's producers. If the report proves true, the BBC could indeed have another hit on its
hands, given the overwhelmingly positive reception to Sherlock over the course of the show's four seasons. Only 14 episodes of the series were produced, but it still managed to earn 35 Primetime Emmy Award nominations, winning nine times — including Emmy Awards for stars Benedict Cumberbatch
and Martin Freeman in the best actor and best supporting Acto categories, respectively. Along with winning several British Academy of Film and Television Arts (BAFTA) awards, the show also received the prestigious Peabody Award in 2011 for its premiere episode, A Study in Pink. With the Dracula
project at such an early stage it is unknown at this point whether the series would transport the character and its story to the modern era in the same way that Sherlock did, or if the team were to take a different approach. Gatiss, who also appeared on Sherlock as Sherlock Holmes' brother, Mycroft,
previously appeared in a stage production of Dracula and reportedly expressed his affinity for the 1958 Hammer Films classic Horror of Dracula, which Christopher Lee cast in the title role. Editors' recommendations If precedent is any indicator, the final episode of 30 Rock will begin with Tina Fey's Liz
Lemon herself up for the final episode of TGS with Tracy Jordan, the series. up. shows inside a show. 30 Rock is nothing if not self-referenced, with season premiere excavators often hinging on TGS's return from summer hiatus. But the extent of parody in Fey's zany-smart workplace comedy reaches far
beyond its own navel; the series has long made ruthless fun of television as a whole. When it debuted in 2006, 30 Rock was presented to baffled viewers as a show about Saturday Night Live, It was an idea that didn't have legs, especially with Aaron Sorkin's playwright version of the same guarantee that
at least one such show would be imminently canceled. Of course, the SNL-esque TGS has gradually become less the subject of the show than merely its surroundings - and often just an appropriate presence in the background. While the satirical focus on television was often dropped in favor of Liz
Lemon's mostly doomed attempts to lead a balanced life without compromising, it still hung around — often in the form of fake TV. Ridiculous reality competitions, sexy vampire counter programming, even the supposed golden age of TV—it's all fair game for Fey and her terrific writing staff. Over the
course of seven seasons, 30 Rock has run out enough fake shows to adequately fill a network's fall line. As the show takes its final bow on January 31, look through the slideshow above for an overview of what TV might look like in an alternate universe. (Tip: a only slightly exaggerated version of this
universe.) universe.)
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